
A/ Address ID L CÍM
B/ Number of working district KORZET
C/ County MEGYE
D/ Region TERUL
E/ District SZLOK
F/ Sequence number of dwelling LSOR
G/ Sequence number of household HSOR
H/ Date of interview (yr, m, d) DATUMEV DATUMNAP
I/ Code of interviewer OSSZEIRO
J/ Person's code in the household SZSOR
K/ Respondent No. VSORSZ

Beginning the questionnaire: KIKENAP KIKEIDO

1. How many months have you worked in your main job in 2015?
month(s)

FOMUNHO

2. Before your current job, did you have another main job in 2015?

(1) yes HANYMUN
(2) no

3. Which of these statements are true for you?
Please, only note the year 2015!

(1) typically worked in public working
(2) typically did occasional work
(3) typically did seasonal work KORTEV
(4) did other kind of work

4.

a ……………………………………………………. AGAZAT
EMKKOD8

b What was your occupation?

………………………………………………………………………………………… KORFOGL
EFEOR08

c What was your job title? EISCO08

………………………………………………………………………………………… KORMUNKA

5. What was the main reason for changing your work/job?

(1) more favourable pay, benefits
(2) professionally more favourable option
(3) proximity of residence
(4) more favourable working conditions (e.g. flexible working time or shifts)
(5) family reasons (e.g. moving, care responsibilities etc.)
(6) the previous job was terminated or you were dismissed VALTOK
(7) other reason, namely:……………………….. VALTSZOV

6.A Would you move from your present residence in the hope of job opportunities?

(1) yes VALKOLT1

(2) no

6.B Would you move from your present residence in the hope of more favourable job opportunities?

(1) yes, if would receive some kind of support (e.g. housing, other benefits)
(2) yes, even if do not receive any support VALKOLT2
(3) no

If the questions 4.A and 28 of the economic activity questionnaire were answered with 2015 
by the respondent, go to question 6.A!
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QUIESTIONNAIRE IS TO BE ASKED FROM PERSONS AGED 15–74!

The respondents who answered 2015 to the question 10.A (KEZDEV) or the question 28 (SZUNEV) or the question 4.A 
(NEMDOLGEV) of the Economic activity questionnaire, start answering question 1. The respondents who answered the variable 

SZUNEV not equal 2015, start answering question 6.A. The respondents who are currently employed and the variable KEZDEV not 
equal 2015, start answering question 6.B.

Go to question 6.B!

In which indutry did you work before your current job? Please, indicate the main activity of the employer!

Go to question 6.B!

Go to question 7!

Go to question 8!

Go to question 8!



7. Why would you undertake the move?
(1) because do not have family responsibilities
(2) because it is hard to find a job near the residence
(3) due to material benefits
(4) other reason, namely:…………………………………KOLSZOV KOLTOZ

8. Why would you not undertake the move? NKOLTOZ
(1) cannot imagine to live in another settlement of the country
(2) it is not allowed by the material position
(3) because of family reasons
(4) other reason, namely:……………………………………….. NKOLSZ

9. What kind of job would you take?
(1)  only which is appropriate to the qualification MITVALL
(2) not only which is appropriate to the qualification
(3) would take any job

10. Would you take only a job which is appropriate to your highest level of education?
(1) yes
(2) not necessarily ISKVALL
(3) would take any job

11. Do you plan to move abroad for work in the next 2 years? KULFKOLT
(1) yes

(2) no

(3) has not thought about it yet

12. What do you think, how long would it take your working abroad?
(1) less than one month
(2) one month or more, but less than one year
(3) one to two years
(4) more than two years, but would not settle permanently KULFIDO
(5) would settle permanently

13. Have you made any concrete steps to work abroad?
(1) yes, created the conditions of working (found a work, accommodation)
(2) yes, already obtained the necessary documents
(3) yes, gathered information about the possibilities KULFLEP
(4) no

14. In which countries would you take a job? Please list up at least 3 countries in priority order!

Country code: KULORSZ1 country code (1)
If you do not have a specific idea, the code is '00'. KULORSZ2 country code (2)

KULORSZ3 country code (3)

15. How did you get your current job?
(1) by recommendation of parents/relatives/friends
(2) through the Labour Centre
(3) through a private job advisor
(4) via advertisement (newspaper, internet)
(5) via job fair JUTMOD
(6) by other way, namely:……………………….. JUTMODSZ

16. What was the decisive aspect in choosing your current job?
(1) favourable pay, benefits
(2) the job opportunity is appropriate to the qualifications
(3) proximity of the residence
(4) favourable working conditions (e.g. flexible working time or shifts)
(5) the work seemed to be compatible with family responsibilities
(6) had no other possibility SZEMPONT
(7) other reason, namely:……………………….. SZEMSZOV

Question 15 should be asked from respondents who started working at his/her current workplace in 2015

If the respondent have completed 
professional qualification, go to question 9, 

otherwise go to question 10!

Go to question 11!

Go to question 11!

Question 11 should be asked from all respondents aged 15–74

If the respondent started working in the current workplace in 2015, go to 
question 15! If the respondent does not have any job or works in the 

current work for a while now, go to question 17!

Question 16 should be answered by respondents who did not change workplace in 2015.



17. Did you do any agricultural work in 2015, including production for own consumption as well?
MEZOMUN

(1) yes (2) no

18.A How many months did you spend with agricultural work in your main jobwork in 2015?
months (0–12 months) MIMEZHO

18.B How many days did you spend with agricultural work in your other jobs last year?

Please also note the production for own consumption by this question.
days (0–365 days) MIMEZNA

How many hours a day did you spend with agricultural work in your other jobs?
hours (1–24 hours) MIMEZOR

19. What was the purpose of the agricultural work?
(1) typically for sale
(2) for sale and for own consumption CELMEZMU
(3) only for own consumption

20.

(1) more than half of the total consumption of the household
(2) less than half of the total consumption of the household FOGYASZT
(3) do not know

End of the questionnaire: KIVEGNAP KIVEGIDO

Question 17 should be asked from all respondents aged 15–74

End of the questionnaire!

Please, think about the total consumption of your household in the previous year, the costs of food, clothing, utilities,
transport, education, healthcare, etc.! What proportion of the yearly consumption of the household is provided by your
yearly agricultural production?

If the answer is '0', end of questionnaire!


